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Feng Zhou\(^1\), Dominic Price\(^1\), Claudio Pacchierotti\(^2\) and Ayse Kucukyilmaz\(^1\)

I. INTRODUCTION

This work-in-progress paper presents a prototyping toolkit developed to design haptic interaction experiences. With developments in wearable and sensor technologies, new opportunities arise everyday to create rich haptic interaction experiences acting on our bodies. However, despite the growing number and forms of smart materials and devices at our disposal, many come with ad-hoc programming interfaces and APIs, which makes it challenging for a designer with little programming and hardware experience to integrate them into a single experience.

Windlin et al. have developed Soma Bits [1], which consist of soft materials and a series of actuators to be attached on the body. The Soma Bits allow rapid prototyping to create “somaesthetic” interactions [2], with the hindsight that the control of the actuators is not precise. Furthermore, the kit is limited to the selected actuators, with little room for extending it when new devices are available. Our work is inspired by the Soma Bits kit, with an aim to extend its use to applications of human-robot interaction and enrich interactive strategies that can be provided by robots.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOMABOTICS TOOLKIT

We developed a software toolkit named Somabotics, which allows the integration of not only actuators but also sensors that can be interfaced with the design environment, which consist of humans, robots, and the space they interact within.

Somabotics is a modular system, that can enable the communication between any type of sensing and actuation device. Somabotics features include: (1) an easy-to-use graphical user interface that can be used by non-programmers; (2) seamless extensibility to a range of devices through the utilization of Robot Operating System (ROS) [3] and modularized hardware design; (3) ability to develop complex actuation sequences via on-off button values (BVs) and continuous mapping function values (MVs); (4) ability to actuate sensations manually or adaptive to sensor readings.

Somabotics uses Robot Operating System (ROS) middleware to interact with existing sensor and actuator hardware. Somabotics is developed with a modular design allows easy system adaptation, and the ROS-based interface ensures simple communication with any sensor and actuator in the design ecosystem. ROS provides an abstraction layer to hardware resources (i.e. sensor and actuators) and transfers physical data between hardware nodes using ROS message types (std_msgs). A simple ROS wrapper is the only requirement to integrate a new sensor or a new actuator to be used with Somabotics.

Figure 1 shows the two user interface windows of Somabotics. The interface consists of a menu window and a design window based on Grasshopper, which is widely used in parametric design for its user-friendly interface and component-based programming [4]. The menu window is used to set the topic names where messages are published over, and is used to define connections between sensor and actuator clients. The design window shows a Grasshopper canvas for value conversion, i.e., how to map values from sensors to set actuation values for specific actuators set in the menu window.

Somabotics is currently being tested for a number of sensors (pressure, distance, capacitative, etc.) and actuators (heat, vibrations, audio, etc.) and will be soon tested in a design workshop for usability.
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